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Foam and surface rheology
Surface 
rheology
Elastic : distortion + bubble packing (depend on liquid or gaz fraction)
Viscous : in dependence with the surface properties (Marze et al., 2005) 
liquid
film
Visco-elasticity of protein
layer at the interface 
higher surface elasticity, ↗ yield stress and storage
modulus of the foams
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Protein foams : dispersion of air bubbles in aqueous
protein solution 
Documented correlations (Lexis and Willenbacher, 2014)
visco-elastic solid fluid
Strain ꙋꙋ0
Foam microstructure
Foam
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T1, bubble rearrangement dynamics
Foam
rheology
T1
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Documented correlations
(Biance, Delbos, et Pitois 2011)
SDS + dodecanol
(example of LMWS)
T1 a plastic event
Strain ꙋ
ꙋ0
visco-elastic
solid
fluid
Bubble rearrangement
dynamics
Duration of T1 and the dilatational
viscosity of the interface for Low 
Molecular Weight Surfactants (LMWS)
Originality
T1 length scale for proteins
Source 
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(Dollet et Raufaste 2014)
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correlations between different length scales to interpret dairy protein foam rheology
Surface 
rheology
Protein
modifications
50g/L protein
Whey protein isolate (WPI)
β-Lactoglobulin β-Lg 
Modified WPI 
modified
β-Lg modified
protein samples
 Foam visco-elasticity (G’, G’’) 
 Yield strain (ꙋ)
 Duration of a T1  (t90) 
 Visco-elasticity of the protein layer  (E’, E’’) 
 Surface tension (σ)
Multi-scale approach on dairy protein foams
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T1, film protein relaxation 
t90
typical time
Film length during a T1, normalised
by the final length, as a function of 
time for different surfactants
Straining kinetic
of the new film 
Length
Typical time or t90
Significant difference between proteins (≠ t90)
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4 cm
2 cm
Image 
analysis
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Surface rheology
protein solution
(Lexis and Willenbacher, 2014)
Pendant drop 
 Drop shape
 surface tension 
(σ)
E’, E’’, σ : time-dependent
Protein adsorption and molecular
rearrangements kinetics at the interface
γ 7.0 +/- 0.75 µL
ω= 1.26 rad/s
250 s 1600 s
(plateau)
Broad variety of interfacial features (plateau values)
Large kinetic variability in visco-elasticity between
different proteins
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 Oscillation drop method
 surface dilational modulus
(E’, E’’)
Elastic modulus E’ Viscous modulus E ’’
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Foam rheology
Dairy protein foam
liquid fraction = 0.16
micrometric bubbles
G’, G’’ 
(ꙋ =1%)
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Different yield strain ꙋ according to proteins
Oscillatory shear measurements
ω= 6.28 rad/s
rheometer (cone-plate)
Foam visco-elasticity (G’, G’’) also significantly modified
yield strain ꙋ
(G’= G’’) 
Amplitude sweep ꙋ from 1 to 50% 
on a freshly produced foam
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Correlations between different length scales
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Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
Correlations between (p <0.001***)    
 E’ ; E’’ (250 s) and t90
 E’ ; E’’ (250 s) and G’’ foam
Correlation Circle
Multivariate statistical technique used to extract the 
main information from a data set, based on 
correlations between variables
exploded view
(variability)
Anti correlation (p <0.001***) 
 yield strain and t90 
- Far away from plateau values 
- Both higher surface elasticity and viscosity lead to 
higher t90 (slower T1 kinetics) 
- Higher surface visco-elasticity increases loss modulus
of the foams
- Higher t90 (slower T1 kinetic) induces lower yield
strain
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Correlations between different length scales
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Sensitive approach :  discrimination 
between minor stuctural modifications 
of one protein
Correlation Circle
Individuals map
Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
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Conclusion and outlooks
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Surface 
rheology
T1 
rearrangementsFoam
rheology
 Foam stability
 Structure and physico-chemical modifications
of dairy proteins
Higher surface
dilatationnal modulus
Higher t90
slower T1 kinetics
Higher foam loss
modulus
Lower yield strain
Dairy foam rheology determinants
T1 relaxation method : 
 a good indicator of protein surface rheology
 sensitive to small structural modifications
 theoretical modelisations
Surface rheology
impacts in foam
rheology
and foam stability
lever in control of dairy foams
+ explanation of products variability
introduction of rheology
as a quality assessment
Thanks for your attention …
Any questions ?
